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Abstract—Machine learning (ML) provides no guarantee of
safe operation in safety-critical systems such as autonomous
vehicles. ML decisions are based on data that tends to represent
a partial and imprecise knowledge of the environment. Such
probabilistic models can output wrong decisions even with 99%
of confidence, potentially leading to catastrophic consequences.
Moreover, modern ML algorithms such as deep neural networks
(DNN) have a high level of uncertainty in their decisions, and
their outcomes are not easily explainable. Therefore, a fault
tolerance mechanism, such as a safety monitor (SM), should be
applied to guarantee the property correctness of these systems.
However, applying an SM for ML components can be complex in
terms of detection and reaction. Thus, aiming at dealing with this
challenging task, this work presents a benchmark architecture
for testing ML components with SM, and the current work for
dealing with specific ML threats. We also highlight the main
issues regarding monitoring ML in safety-critical environments.

Index Terms—Dependability, machine learning, autonomous
vehicles

I. INTRODUCTION

ML is widely applied for performing important autonomous
tasks in safety-critical domains such as autonomous vehicles
or robotics. Such tasks include perception, navigation, and
control. The reason is the flexibility of using ML in unmodeled
environments, the increasing amount of labeled data, and
computational power. However, an ML model takes decisions
based on trained past data. This ML model is validated
by analyzing specific metrics, for instance, the discrepancy
between the predicted values and the true answers (labels). If
these results are satisfactory, it goes to production. However,
the adoption of ML for safety-critical systems can be hindered
by some important drawbacks of these algorithms.

First, these algorithms are based on data, and the available
data tends to be incomplete regarding the environment com-
plexity, classes, and corner cases existent in real-world data.
Second, an ML model tends to learn incomplete relationships
on this data. That is, it is not capable of correctly generalizing
real-world data just using the data available during training.
Third, due to the aforementioned limitations on data and in
the ML model, it can wrongly predict a class even with 100%
of confidence [1]. Finally, these decisions are hard to interpret,
especially modern ML algorithms such as DNNs, making them
a black-box software. These drawbacks are challenging for
verification and monitoring of ML.

The ML community researches for decades on how to
increase the robustness of these algorithms by making them

detecting and adapting to the different ML threats at runtime.
There are several examples applied to novelty classes [2],
anomalies [3], distributional-shift (concept-drift) [4], adver-
sarial examples [5], and so on. However, despite the huge
advances in the field, such algorithms cannot avoid the fact that
even performing correctly 99% of the time they still cannot
guarantee safety. That is, this high-performance algorithm will
fail 1% of the time during operation, and it is enough to lead
to several and serious hazards. This highlights, even more,
the importance of redundant techniques for monitoring these
algorithms during operation (runtime).

A possible approach for monitoring ML decisions at runtime
is applying a safety monitor (SM) [6] as a part of the
runtime verification mechanism. This fault-tolerance approach
is widespread in safety-critical domains [7]. The SM is re-
sponsible for maintaining the system in a safe state despite
the occurrence of hazardous situations. It is usually composed
of a detection mechanism and a recovery system. However,
for complex applications where ML is required to provide
solutions, designing an SM can be intractable due to the need
to verify millions or even billions of parameters generated
by the ML model. Besides, SM might face other issues
such as to define detection mechanisms for this ML model.
Therefore, the focus of this work is to develop efficient SM
for ML components. In this thesis, we adopt the dependability
vocabulary (threats, faults...) [7] applied to ML issues.

This research tries to answer four research questions (RQ):
1) What type of ML threats can be detected?
2) How to monitor ML threats at runtime?
3) How to benchmark different runtime monitors?
4) How to intervene after the detection?
This thesis started in March 2019 and is both conceptual and

experimental. It includes two industrial collaboration involving
the study of runtime monitoring perception tasks for au-
tonomous vehicles (AV). Therefore, in Section II we highlight
the current challenges linked to the aforementioned RQs. In
Section III, we present current related works to address these
challenges. In Section IV, we propose possible solutions that
deal with the drawbacks of the previous methods. Finally, in
Section V, we conclude the paper and describe the work plan.

II. CHALLENGES

In this section, we frame the research domain and explain
the challenges for answering each RQ mentioned earlier.



1) Identification of ML threats for specific tasks (RQ1):
RQ1 focuses on identifying the domain, its specific tasks along
with the observable data, and identify the possible threats.
ML threats can be observed during two different steps in
the software life cycle: during development or interaction.
Development faults happen during the design and training
of the ML algorithm, while interaction faults happen during
runtime. Possible threats during the design phase include
security vulnerabilities, hidden bugs, bad model maintenance,
specification mismatch, data incompleteness, white noise,
bad requirements engineering, inadequate ML development,
and insufficient test coverage. Regarding the runtime phase,
possible threats include distributional shift, anomalies, novel
classes, adversarial inputs, and noisy inputs. Besides, threats
are also dependent on the domain and its tasks, along with the
observable data applied to this task.

2) Identification of runtime monitoring approaches (RQ2):
Techniques for detecting a hazardous situation based on func-
tional specifications are usually applied for traditional systems
and some of them [8], [9] can be applied to monitor specific
ML threats. On the other hand, the use of techniques based
on data became very popular, such as pattern classification
[2], feature learning [10], neuron matching [11], instance-to-
distribution verification [12], distribution-to-distribution veri-
fication [13] and so on. Reacting to an ML decision depends
on its ability to detect and identify possible threats in the ML
component. Thus, RQ2 focuses on understanding and mapping
which approaches can be applied for monitoring threats for a
perception task. Moreover, RQ2 aims at applying and com-
bining these approaches while minimizing their drawbacks.

3) A framework for benchmarking SM (RQ3): RQ3 focuses
on constructing a benchmark architecture following standard
guidelines. There is extensive literature regarding how to
perform dependability benchmarks for traditional systems, and
for benchmarking ML algorithms. However, there is a lack in
the literature on how to benchmark a system which both work
together in the same system. There is also a lack of formalism
regarding which metrics should be considered when testing
fault tolerance mechanisms for ML models. Besides, deter-
mine which methods should be used as baselines, and upper
bound, for these experiments is another topic not well-defined
in the literature. Finally, such a framework for benchmarking
SM needs to allow that the fault templates for each ML threat
are parameterized, and the possibility of combining mutated
datasets. Therefore, RQ3 aims at researching these important
methodological challenges and proposing an experimental
architecture and methodology.

4) Modeling reactions according to specific threats (RQ4):
Another challenging task for SM is to determine which
strategies to use for better reacting when a threat is detected.
The reaction is as important as the detection, and the RQ4
is focused on finding new ways to do it since traditional
methods for generating safety rules tend to be infeasible due
to the complexity of the ML algorithm and the scenario [14].
Besides, several reactions can be applied in the perception
module (e.g. changing the ML decision) or in the control

module (e.g. decelerating the car). It poses another challenge
about which intervention is better to use, in which part of the
system should be applied to this intervention, and so on.

III. RELATED WORKS

SM for ML components is a technique with a growing
interest in the autonomous systems field, and the current
literature proposes two different approaches to do it:

A. SM based on a functional specification

This approach is generally based on a physical model of the
system or the environment, and on properties they should guar-
antee. Some techniques use a rule-based approach for verifying
the safety of ML components, considering this component
as a black-box. For example, safety rules can be applied to
verify if a vehicle can completely stop before reaching an
obstacle ahead [9], or to trigger an intervention for avoiding
a collision when an ego vehicle is approaching a leading
vehicle [14]. In both cases, external (exteroceptive) sensors,
such as distance sensors, are observed along with some internal
(proprioceptive) sensors, such as speed, in order to evaluate
if a safety property will be violated. Such techniques have
the advantage of automatically generate safety strategies [6].
However, analyzing the ML as a black box can be considered
as a drawback since accessing a certain level of properties
that lead an ML to give a particular decision is important for
SM in complex scenarios. Besides, these techniques tend to
be infeasible in a complex scenario [14].

Another model-based technique is the use of code asser-
tions, also called model assertions [8]. This technique is
an adaptation of the classical program assertions as a way
to monitor and improve ML models. The idea is to verify
properties in the program logic in order to point possible
failures. For example, monitoring temporal stability during
operation by verifying if the DNN output regarding an object is
flickering in and flickering out in the camera, which indicates
a possible failure. Even these techniques can be applied during
design and operation, it alone cannot guarantee that a DNN
decision is safe. The reason is that, for some corner cases, ML
outputs wrong decisions that cannot be verified by inspecting
the code logic or the sensor values and lead to hazards. Such
corner cases come from regions of uncertainty [15].

B. SM based on training data

This approach is usually purely based on data instead of
using a physical model for building the solution. For example,
one approach is to monitor the neuron patterns observed
from the layers of the DNN. For instance, an SM can monitor
the values in the last layer of a DNN [16], verifying the
confidence level of the decision. However, it is not reliable
since DNNs can output a wrong decision even with a high
level of confidence. Cheng et al [17] suggest comparing the
recorded patterns of the DNN activation functions during the
training with the ones related to the inputs during runtime.
After the standard training process, a runtime monitor is
created by feeding the training data to the network again



in order to store the neuron on-off activation patterns using
binary decision diagrams (BDD). During runtime, the monitor
rejects the decision made by the network if the current current
BDD pattern is not similar to the ones stored in the monitor
during the training. One of the advantages is that it partially
addresses the novelty class problem by signaling variations in
the patterns of the DNN activation functions. However, choos-
ing a good threshold for determining which variation could be
signaled as a novel class can be difficult, varying between the
datasets. Besides, the memory required for constructing the
BDD grows quickly in respect of the DNN’s size.

To overcome the aforementioned problems Henzinger et al
[11] propose to verify neuron activation patterns values but
using a 2D projection instead of a BDD. This projection is an
abstraction box built by taking the maximum and minimum
values of activation function values during training. During
runtime, it inspects if the output of an activation function, after
a new input pass through it, falls inside of this abstraction box.
If not, it raises an alarm considering this input as a novel input.
By doing that, the authors reduced the memory issue and speed
up the construction and detection. However, 2D projections
tend to loose information when applied to high dimensional
data, impacting the accuracy of the detection. Moreover,
applying linear projections to nonlinear activation functions
tends to impact negatively in the detection performance.

Another approach is to monitor the DNN inputs based on
a radius distance threshold calibrated during the training [18].
The idea is to perturb the DNN inputs, observe the true answer,
and determining how large is the distance regarding the DNN
decisions. By doing that, the authors observed that the radius
distance of a DNN that correctly classified the perturbed inputs
are much larger than that ones that misclassified such inputs
after a perturbation. The authors uses this intuition to protect
the DNN decisions from adversarial attacks. The advantage of
this approach is that it does not need to inspect the internals of
the DNN. The drawback is that it tends to be biased to the data
used during the training. In the next section, we propose some
directions for answering RQs in Section I while overcoming
the challenges in Section II.

IV. PROPOSED METHODS

For RQ1, we chose to focus on perception tasks in the
domain of autonomous vehicles (AV) due to the importance of
this task in such a safety-critical domain. The observable data
for this task is mostly collected from exteroceptive sensors
such as cameras, and LiDAR [19], and the outputs and
intermediate values of ML algorithms. Hence, in this thesis,
we focus on the runtime monitoring of ML components when
performing image classification tasks in AV. For RQ2, we
chose to build a combined approach using techniques both
from functional specification and based on data. This approach
is capable of inspecting not just the observable parameters of
the DNN that impact on its decision such as input features,
neuron patterns, but also other properties of the system. The
reason is that the ability to detect errors or unsafe behaviors
before a hazardous condition is connected to the perception

of a safety model. Thus, a safety model needs to be able to
extract fine-grained information from the ML component to
increase its perception ability.

Regarding RQ3, this thesis compares different SM tech-
niques by using an experimental framework based on the
FARM [20] methodology. This methodology is composed of a
fault load for creating the mutated datasets according to a spe-
cific ML threat; a workload specific for the domain; readouts,
or raw outputs, generated from the tests; and measurements
applied on these readouts. Hence, as illustrated in Figure 1,
the final architecture for benchmark each SM for a specific
ML threat is divided into three modules: dataset generation,
system testing, and evaluation. That is, the dataset generation

Fig. 1. Benchmark architecture.

module produces the mutated datasets containing ML threats,
for example, adversarial images. After it, the system testing
module is responsible for performing tests using the ML-based
along with the SM on these generated datasets. Finally, the
evaluation module produces the final evaluation of the system
using the outputs produced by the tests.

For RQ4, there are promising alternatives for reacting when
a detection is made. For example, using a modified simplex ar-
chitecture [21] with two controllers: a high-performance and a
verified-safe controller. In this architecture, the first controller
uses ML, while the second one is based on a safety model.
When the decisions of the first controller are potentially unsafe
within restricted conditions, the control goes to the second
controller. In this architecture, there is an adaptation module
responsible for updating the high-performance controller and
make it reliable against previously seen unsafe decisions.
Hence, it creates a reverse switching mechanism that is able
to give control back to the high-performance controller.

Another alternative is to synthesize safety rules just for
critical counterexamples [15]. That is, inputs that can lead
to a failure of an entire system when the ML gives a wrong
decision (e.g. an ML component wrongly missed an obstacle,
giving no time to react and to avoid a crash). By doing that, it
is also possible to find the inputs that are only safe if the ML
decision is correct (e.g. an ML component correctly identifies
an obstacle with sufficient time to react and to avoid a crash).



V. CONCLUSIONS AND WORK PLAN

The use of ML by the automotive industry is quickly
increasing due to its flexibility to learn from data and its ability
to perform complex tasks such as perception. Guaranteeing
that these autonomous tasks output correct and reliable deci-
sions are an open challenge in the dependability and ML fields.
Since each ML threat has a specific characteristic, we believe
that an ensemble of specialized SM could achieve better results
than a single SM.

This research aims at contributing to the field of dependabil-
ity by giving robust research directions on how to monitor the
main threats that an ML-based perception system can face at
runtime. Despite several works on algorithm robustness, there
are just a few works about runtime monitoring ML, which
highlights the importance of this research. Another expected
contribution is to provide research directions regarding the
methodology of benchmarking SM along with ML, a subject
not well-explored in the literature.

This three-year thesis started in March 2019, and it has the
following work plan:

1st year: Literature review and taxonomy building
• What are the major threats for trusting in ML, from pre-

processing up to production, and maintenance?
• What are the dependability means applied for monitoring

traditional systems, and ML-based systems? What are the
differences between them?

• What are the current solutions for monitoring ML tasks
in a safety-critical domain (autonomous vehicles)?

• Preliminary taxonomy on approaches for detecting ML
threats at runtime.

2nd year: Benchmarking
• Developing and selecting a set of SM candidates.
• Experiments comparing our SM for novelty class detec-

tion with related works.
• Secondment at Fraunhofer (DE) institute to combine

techniques of uncertainty estimation to our SM.
• Experiments comparing our SM for detection of distribu-

tional shift with related works.
• Experiments comparing our SM for detection of adver-

sarial inputs with related works.
3rd year: Consolidating the proposal
• Secondment at Jaguar/Land Rover (UK) for developing

and testing a combination of SM in a more realistic
scenario.

• Experiments comparing our combined SM with related
works in a scenario with multiple types of threats.

• Finalization of the generic framework to monitor and
handle safety of autonomous systems.
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